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Professional Reading
(Note: The Office of the Inspector General is the internal investigative arm of the Secretary of Defense.)

facts and finish the probe reveals an attempt at fair play.
The convention was conducted in an atmosphere of victorious celebration (Desert Storm) but the prospect of new,
As the primary public source for details of the 1991 harsh military cut-backs, together with the suspicion that
Tailhook Convention scandal, this book demands rewomen would make new inroads in aviation under the
newed attention. The report emphasizes that a basic
new administration at the expense of the male elite, culparadigm shift is required in the ethical superstructure minated in an atmosphere of resentment against females,
of the Navy. Ostensibly an opportunity for analysis of the investigators theorized. There were signs of “conNavy aviation methods, successes and lesson learned, the tempt for women in naval aviation and, specifically the
daytime agenda of the 35th annual convention attended desire to maintain the combat exclusion with regard to
by over 4,000 people seemed innocuous enough. But the
women,” the investigators observe. The inquiry indicates
after-hours events are what made headlines and are still
that this is the kernel of the entire affair. If we can conin the spotlight after two years. Written in a clinical clude nothing else from the Tailhook tragedy, it is that
style (the discretion displayed by the Inspector General’s we must solemnly declare, never again.
office is indeed noteworthy) most of the details of the
evening events of September 5-8, 1991 in Las Vagas, defy
(J. Michael Brower is an analyst in the Luevano Outeuphemistic presentation. But the report opens with a standing Scholar Program with the Office of the Secremost disarming letter from Derek J. Vander Schaaf, the tary of the Army, HQDA Information Management SupDeputy Inspector General. He discusses the scope and port Center, and a student in Georgetown University’s
methodology of the investigating teams. Indecent as- National Security Studies Program.)
saults, exposure, conduct unbecoming an officer, leaderCopyright (c) 1997 by H-Net, all rights reserved. This
ship failure and false statements were uncovered through
work
may be copied for non-profit educational use if
an intensive interview process. A host of important isproper
credit is given to the author and the list. For other
sues actually do get addressed mainly through these inpermission, please contact h-net@h-net.msu.edu.
terviews. The IG’s praiseworthy anxiety to obtain the
If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at:
https://networks.h-net.org/h-minerva
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